Storage Tanks in Canada
The Guide to Environmental Regulation and Compliance

By P. Douglas Petrie M.E.S., LL.B., B.E.S.

“Canada’s authoritative guide to tank regulation and compliance.”
Now fully updated for 2006 and featuring new sections on: environmental insurance; historical standards of care; cross-Canada legislative comparisons; the role of the TSSA and fully-annotated case-law!

✔ Protect yourself and your company against the dangers of non-compliance
✔ Direct clients and colleagues with confidence
✔ Gain an understanding of the complex interaction of current storage tank codes, rules, regulations and guidelines
✔ Make sure that you always have the most up-to-date information
✔ Direct operations, establish and direct vital due diligence, training and maintenance protocols with confidence

Templegate Information Services Inc.
Canada’s only source for underground and aboveground storage tank compliance information
A ministry inspector calls...
A coupling leaks when you refill ...
There’s a smell of oil around the site ...
There are stains in the containment area ...

Are your storage tanks in compliance?
Don’t run the risk of not knowing!

If you install, own, operate, monitor, manage or decommission storage tanks, Canada’s only management handbook dedicated to underground and aboveground tank compliance is your best due diligence insurance policy!

The facts of the matter are ...

☆ Storage tanks are everywhere. They can be found underground at virtually every corner gas station in Canada. They can be found in our homes and in the basements of office and apartment buildings. They are on almost every industrial site, storing almost every type of liquid – from waste liquids to automotive recyclables to PCBs.

☆ If you (or your company or client) own, operate or are responsible for a non-compliant storage tank, you also own a potential problem. A single failure in the installation, operation, maintenance or decommissioning of any storage tank can produce serious contamination of soil and groundwater in a matter of seconds.

☆ Owners and operators of underground and aboveground storage tanks, as well as property owners, have certain responsibilities under Canadian laws should a tank leak and contaminate the environment.

☆ All those responsible for the handling or storing of liquid contaminants must report spills, overfills, leaks or even the discovery of historic contamination to regulatory officials, and take corrective action to prevent further harm and remediate the site.

☆ In such circumstances, ministry inspectors regard full compliance with all of today’s rules, regulations, standards and guidelines a fundamental duty – for you, your company as well as its owners, managers, and supervisors.

☆ The penalties for non-compliance can run into the many thousands of dollars. New laws (such as Ontario’s Bill 133) mean that spills, leaks and other failures can result in immediate penalties as well as further action through the courts.

A conviction on first offence for a corporation holds a maximum $6 million fine and on subsequent offences a max of $10 million. (EPA s.187). Individual company owners, directors, officers and managers can face similarly harsh fines, and, in extreme cases, even imprisonment.

☆ Even when the industry leaves and the site is redeveloped, the tanks can still pose complicated decommissioning, remediation and liability problems.

☆ With serious financial and legal consequences applying to both corporations and individuals who fail to keep up with the technical and legal issues of tank management – and with the contamination of a community’s soil and groundwater supplies a possible outcome of any tank failure – compliance in this sensitive area is not a luxury, it’s a duty.

Your one-stop solution is ...

☆ STORAGE TANKS IN CANADA – is Canada’s only information source solely dedicated to helping you ensure that your organization will meet the test of storage tank compliance.

☆ Written by Doug Petrie, a Certified Environmental Law Specialist and Partner at Willms & Shier Environmental Lawyers LLP, STORAGE TANKS IN CANADA draws together all the information you need to understand your obligations and to ensure you know what to do to maintain compliance.
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STORAGE TANKS IN CANADA:
THE GUIDE TO REGULATION & COMPLIANCE, 2006 Edition
has been written by P. Douglas Petrie, Environmental Law Specialist, Certified by the Law
Society of Upper Canada and Partner with Wills & Shier
Environmental Lawyers LLP. In addition to his legal
experience, Mr. Petrie has undertaken and graduate
environmental studies degrees. He
provides daily compliance, approvals and due diligence
advice to plant and EH&S
managers and assists with their
routine and crisis contacts with regulatory authorities.

A trusted reference for practitioners from Canada’s
environmental compliance specialists ...

Storage Tanks in Canada
The Guide to Environmental Regulations and Exemptions
In British Columbia
E.L.L.M.

Canada's only
information service
dedicated to storage
tax compliance

Fully updated for
2006 featuring over
550 pages of essential information
A tank spill can happen tomorrow. Act today to:

✔ Protect yourself and your company against the dangers of non-compliance

✔ Direct clients and colleagues with confidence

✔ Gain a clear understanding of the complex interaction of current storage tank codes, rules, regulations and guidelines

✔ Make sure that you always have the most up-to-date information

✔ Direct operations, establish and direct vital due diligence, training and maintenance protocols with confidence

✔ Learn at a glance what an owner/operator's regulatory standard of care was at any given time by consulting new sections on historical requirements

✔ Find out how the courts are interpreting due diligence and liability issues by consulting fully-annotated case law

✔ Discover how, where and when environmental insurance can offer an appropriate solution

✔ Compare cross-Canada requirements with a new comparative summary of storage tank legislation in every jurisdiction

✔ Access pages of Internet links and citations for all the legislative and policy references from all jurisdictions

YES! Staying up-to-date with storage tank compliance is important for my organization! Place my order for the new 2006 edition of “Storage Tanks in Canada.” TODAY!

☐ My cheque for $185 +($15 [s&h]) +GST (payable to: Templegate Inc. [GST# 130277288]) is enclosed.

☐ Purchase Order (#.............................................................) is attached. ☐ Please bill me.

☐ I wish to pay by: ☐ VISA ☐ MC (please check one)

Card # ........................................................................................................... Expiry date: ....../. ...........
Card holder’s name (please print):
Name: .....................................................................................................................................................
Co./Organization: ..................................................................................................................................
Address: ....................................................................................................................................................
City:.............................................. .................Prov./State.................Postal Code .....................................
Telephone:(   ) ........................................ Fax: (   ) ...........................................................
Email address: ...........................................................................................................................................

Another trusted reference for Canadian environmental practitioners from Canada’s compliance specialists...

STORAGE TANKS IN CANADA is published by Templegate Information Services Inc. Canada’s leading environmental compliance publishers. Templegate publications include:

• Canadian Environmental Regulation & Compliance News;

• Canada’s Environmental Legislation;

• Workplace Environment Health & Safety Reporter; and

• EHS Regulatory Alert

plus other titles dealing with environmental management, ISO 14001 and environmental auditing.

To find out more about Templegate Informations Services email: templegate@rogers.com or call (416)920-0768

A tank spill can happen tomorrow. Act today to:

Direct clients and colleagues with confidence

Gain a clear understanding of the complex interaction of current storage tank codes, rules, regulations and guidelines

Make sure that you always have the most up-to-date information

Direct operations, establish and direct vital due diligence, training and maintenance protocols with confidence

Learn at a glance what an owner/operator's regulatory standard of care was at any given time by consulting new sections on historical requirements

Find out how the courts are interpreting due diligence and liability issues by consulting fully-annotated case law

Discover how, where and when environmental insurance can offer an appropriate solution

Compare cross-Canada requirements with a new comparative summary of storage tank legislation in every jurisdiction

Access pages of Internet links and citations for all the legislative and policy references from all jurisdictions

 Publishers Guarantee of Satisfaction

If you are not absolutely delighted by your purchase of Storage Tanks in Canada simply return it to us in good condition within 30 days and we will issue a full refund. No questions asked!

MAIL WITH PAYMENT TO:
Templegate Information Services Inc., 131 Bloor St. W., Ste. 200-206, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5S 1R8

FAX TO: (416)/920-0620

TELEPHONE with credit card information to: (416)/920-0768